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Matter, virtuality and the expanded body  is an experimental

project resulting in three performances at the Inter Arts Center in

Malmö. It’s a series of three concerts which build on close collaboration

between the composers and performers involved, with the aim of

creating a performing arts collective that will explore the relationship

between sound, body, the natural environment and the virtual realm.

We intend to frame with a curatorial approach diferent kinds of

artistic expression related to sound. 

This will be accomplished both by researching the existing repertoire

and by producing new works, developing our ideas in a close composer-

performer relationship. The duality between man and technology is

nowadays an inescapable issue and will inform our compositional

practice, our choice of the repertoire and our study of the pre-existent

scores.

Technology will be a means of shedding light on the ongoing processes

(IoT, wearable tech, smart objects, smart cities) thanks to which devices

are more and more invading our body, while our mind is losing its



concrete link to the body itself, slowly becoming a detached entity on

its own, and nevertheless isolated from the other minds. With this

project we want to raise questions and foster the refection on the

unweighted balance between virtuality and the here-and-now, pointing

out that this bias does refect the lack of consciousness of our very

materiality.

Each concert features one of the elements mentioned in the title:

matter, or all the tangible reality that surrounds us, including our own

and other people’s bodies; virtuality, or the immaterial world created

by our minds, but also by technology, as an intangible presence; the

expanded body, or the natural evolution/synthesis of the frst two, in

which the cybernetic practice starts to inform our life in two directions:

towards the machine-like man with his extended senses and limbs, or

towards the thinking machine interfacing with humans thanks to its

decisional brain.



MATTER – Concert I
Inter Arts Center, Malmö – March 14th, 8pm

Alessandro Perini Steel String Quartet - for four performers

Giacinto Scelsi Ko-tha (part II) - for solo guitar

George Crumb Makrokosmos Vol. 1 no. 6 “Night-spell I” (Sagittarius) - for 

amplifed piano

Michael Edgerton Tempo Mental Rap No. 5 - for solo guitar

George Crumb Makrokosmos Vol. 1 no. 7 “Music of shadows (for aeolian 

harp)” (Libra) - for amplifed piano

Giacinto Scelsi Ko-tha (part III) - for solo guitar

Michael Maierhof Shopping 4 - for three performers

ARS NOVA Ensemble

Michael Carlqvist objects
Francesco Del Nero piano, objects
Jonatan Sersam objects
David Sundberg objects

Nguyen Thanh Thuy objects
Stefan Östersjö guitar, objects
Alessandro Perini electronics



This concert presents a blend of works in which the materiality of the

tangible world is put into focus. On one hand, music in which the

traditional instruments are used in a way that underlines their concrete

nature as objects; on the other hand, compositions that musicalize

objects. In both cases, amplifcation is used as a sort of sonic

magnifying glass in order to highlight its most concrete nature.

The physicality of sound, the research on resonance provided by the

sounding boards of the instruments, especially in the pieces by Crumb

and Scelsi, and the nude sound produced by amplifed objects are the

protagonists of this concert. The idea of working with “non-musical”

objects is also a way of distancing ourselves from the history of

classical instruments. The connotations that immediately appear when

we hear the sound of a violin or a trumpet are in this case absent, and

it’s possible that we perceive the pure compositional progress in a

more sober, clear, maybe even in an objective way. We might even say

that  perception approaches more directly the very origin, or the source

of the sound (the utopia of Schaefer's reduced listening...).

The program of this concert will include Giacinto Scelsi’s “Ko-tha”,

excerpts from Crumb’s “Makroksmos, vol. 1” for solo amplifed piano

and Michael Maierhof’s “Shopping 4”, as well as a short piece by

Michael Edgerton, “Tempo Mental Rap no. 5”. The program has the aim

to span from some of the historical milestones which moved the focus

of composition to a particularly physical approach to sound, to works

which imply amplifcation in order to let the audience experience a new

perspective of listening to the timbre of the instruments. In fact, the

opening piece by Alessandro Perini, “Steel String Quartet”, will make

use of metal-wire custom built swings hanging from the ceiling,

equipped with contact mics for amplifcation of the most subtle

sounds. These sounds would be meaningless to the audience’s ears

without amplifcation, but contact mics will make them audible. By

stretching the strings with their weight, performers will also be able to

modulate the pitch of the sounds. 



VIRTUALITY – Concert II 
Inter Arts Center, Malmö – March 28th, 8pm

Francesco Del Nero Come punti di una trama di sabbia - for ensemble, electronics 

and light (world premiere)
Karlheinz Stockhausen Solo - for fute with feedback 

Peter Ablinger Voices and piano: Morton Feldman - for piano and tape

Luigi Nono Post Præ-ludium per Donau - for tuba and live electronics

Jacob TV Grab it - for sax, tape and video projection

ARS NOVA Ensemble

Joakim Lissmyr double bass
Niclas Gustafsson, bass clarinet
Antonio Neilley, tuba
Jonatan Sersam, piano
Agata Tuchołka, futes
Sara Wilén voice
Jakob Riis electronics
Alessandro Perini electronics
Francesco Del Nero electronics



In this second concert intangible realms will be evoked. The concert will

focus on the duality between the concrete presence of a body (as a

person or as an object) and the abstract essence of electronic sound,

virtual networks and video-projected images as doors to another

dimension. The program for this concert will include the virtual human

presence in two diferent forms: two pieces from the well-know series

“Voices and piano” by Ablinger present a virtual person under the

shape of a voice, while the duality of the clarinetist and an interviewed

condemned to death is the core concept of Jacob TV’s “Grab it”.

We also found valuable to program “Post-Præludium per Donau” by

Luigi Nono in order to show how the environment created by the live

electronics system starting from the tuba’s sound is really something

diferent from other live-electronics approaches, where the processing

of the sound still leaves quite a big space for the instrument itself. In

Luigi Nono’s music the performer almost disappears, and all of his/her

energy is transformed into soundscape.

On the other hand, Stockhausen’s “Solo” for fute and feedback system

is an example of a piece where the electronics create several virtual

doppelgängers of the musician. A virtual polyphony between the

physical performer (in this case a futist, the score being written for any

melodic instrument) appears, taking advantage of the delayed

feedback efect, once realized with analog tapeheads.

Apart from these classics, Francesco Del Nero will present a new work

for ensemble, electronics and light. This piece represents a sort of

journey into the mind of the author, in which the virtuality will have

both the function of creating a soundscape around the audience and

the function of a character that will bring the listener from a real world

to the surreal world of dream. A piece with the intention and form of

an installation made as a metaphor of a daily catharsis and based on the

author’s poem “gabbia” (“cage”). This poem (and so the piece) is based

on the idea of verses and meanings as circles, the poem itself being a

circle and identifying itself both as a reason and a solution for a

solitude that is the cage and the seed of life. 



THE EXPANDED BODY – Concert III
Inter Arts Center, Malmö – April 11th, 8pm

[intro]

Panayiotis Kokoras Mutation - for clarinet and tape (3d printed reed)

Kaj Duncan David Piece - for trombone  with modifed mute 

Alessandro Perini Perturbance - for double bass with embedded speaker

Karlheinz Essl exit*glue - for trombone and electric guitar

Alessandro Perini Three short studies for two voices - for two singers

(world premiere)
Jonatan Sersam SCENEN.HANDLINGEN -  for ensemble and electronics

(world premiere)

ARS NOVA Ensemble

Agnes Westfält voice
Sara Wilén voice
Stefan Östersjö guitar
Morten Pladsen trombone
Olof Jönsson trombone 

Alicia Rodríguez clarinet
Agata Tuchołka, fute
Alessandro Perini electronics
Francesco Del Nero piano, electronics
Joakim Lissmyr double bass



This third concert will explore the function of the body in musical

performance, with reference to the bodies of both performers and

instruments. Experiments will be made with extreme situations of

embodiment of technology into the sounding objects (instruments) or

into the body of the performers.

“Mutations”, by Panayiotis Kokoras, asks for for clarinet with 3D-

printed reed and tape. Here, the virtual means not only expands the

original sound of the instrument but also modifes the instrument in its

own construction: a sort of metaphor of the new 3D-printing

possibilities which will soon let us substitute our dying organs with

artifcially manufactured body parts.

“Piece” for trombone and electronics by Danish composer Kaj Duncan

David makes use of an augmented plunger mute which incorporates a

speaker. This way, the plunger acts as a traditional flter for the

trombone sound, but also as a sound source (at times fltered by the

trombone’s bell).

“Perturbance” by Alessandro Perini, for double bass and embedded

vibration speakers, tackles the traditional setup of solo instrument and

electronics, making the double bass live a life of his own. The tape part

and the gestures by the performer melt into one only sound, thanks to

the incorporated device, with the instrument becoming a source of

sound independently from the input of the performer.

Karlheinz Essl's “exit*glue” makes a hybrid out of an electric guitar and

a trombone. The performers are asked to use a trombone bell and a

plastic tube to attach an artifcial, analog limb to the output of the

electric guitar. According to the composer, in this duet “both actors try

to develop various strategies to approach each other in an attempt to

fuse their specifc sound worlds (GLUE), followed by situations where

they try to break free, showing their idiosyncratic and individual

abilities (EXIT)”.

A new work by Alessandro Perini, written for two singers, are based on

a “voice” produced by small speakers inserted into the performers’

mouth and modulated by the singers' lips. A sort of human vocoder

which will turn the two opera divas into senseless and unexpressive

robots. 



A new work for two singers, double bass, guitar, piano and fute by

Jonatan Sersam will make use of contact microphones and tactile

speakers. This equipment will lead to a sort of augmented performer,

able not only to produce sounds with his/her expanded limbs but also

to enlarge the perception of what happens in the concert room thanks

to his/her cybernetic ears/eyes. The idea is to amplify the vibrations

coming from the heads, or the sculls of the singers, and to let those

vibrations travel into the piano, more specifcally to the strings. This

way, we’ll have a new set of “vocal cords”, that can resonate in the

piano. The vibrations picked up from the head are stronger when

vocalizing with closed mouth. The result will not only expand the

singers and the output they produce, but also the piano, which in this

way becomes vocalized.  The piece will be presented in the form of a

set of short movements, based on texts by Danish author Inger

Christensen. 



Alessandro Perini was born in 1983 in Italy. He studied Composition

(with Luca Francesconi and Ivan Fedele among others), Electronic Music

and Science of Musical Communication in Italy and Sweden.

His artistic production ranges from instrumental and electronic music

to audiovisual and light-based works, net-art, land-art and vibration-

based works. His compositions have been played in festivals such as

Biennale di Venezia (Italy), Festival Futura (France), Open Spaces

(Germany), Connect Festival and New directions (Sweden), Procesas

(Lithuania), UNM 2012 (Iceland), Moscow Forum and ReMusik (Russia),

Tempus Fugit and Distat Terra (Argentina). In summer 2014 he was in

residence at Fondazione Spinola Banna per L'Arte (Italy).

His most recent prizes in composition are the 2nd prize at the Concours

de Bourges 2015 (Musinfo), the Grand Prix at the Sergej Slonimnski

competition (St. Petersburg) and the Jury's Prize at New Directions

Festival (Piteå, Sweden). He started a research about vibration and

tactile sound, called touchmysound, including projects at the

Darmstadt Ferienkurse and residencies at Cittadellarte - Fondazione

Pistoletto (Italy) and Park In Progress (Belgium). In May 2016 he's been

artist in residence for Imagonirmia Prize in Chiaravalle (Milano, Italy),

with a series of projects about site-specifc sound art. Next residence

project will be at I-Park Foundation in Connecticut (May-June 2017).



Francesco Del Nero graduated and specialized with honours in piano

with Daniel Rivera (Mascagni Conservatory - Livorno) and graduated

with honours in composition with Andrea Nicoli at the Puccini

conservatory in La Spezia and with Luca Francesconi at the Malmö

music academy. He has attended masterclasses with pianists Giuseppe

Bruno, Daniel Rivera, Rustem Kudoyarov, Olga Zdorenko e George Kiss,

with composer Francesco Filidei and with flm music composers Stefano

Maccagno and Vincenzo Ramaglia. 

His piece Di specchi ed echi (fute, clarinet, violin and cello) was

recorded for the label Sheva. He received a special mention in the TIM

(International Tournament of Music) and his “Mitologia d’ingranaggi”

(for piano four hands) has been selected in the call for scores for the

Festival Camino Contro Corrente 2013 "Atti Vandalici". He won the

third prize in the “Fondazione Giorgio e Aurora Giovannini” piano

composition competition with the piece “che da tanta parte dell’ultimo

orizzonte il guardo esclude”. The scores “Mitologia d’ingranaggi” and

“Di versi inversi” are published by Ars Publica. In 2017 he’s been chosen

to participate at the UNM festival with his piece “che non accada

simultaneamente il nulla” which has been performed for the frst time

in Malmö at Connect Festival by FontanaMix ensemble.

He’s currently attending the frst year of Diploma with Luca

Francesconi at the Academy of Music in Malmö.



Jonatan Sersam is a Swedish composer and performer who lives and

works in Malmö. He was born 1986 in Lövestad.

Sersam studied composition at the Malmö Academy of Music from

2008 to 2016 with Luca Francesconi, Rolf Martinsson and Kent Olofsson

among others. He also studied in Bologna (Italy) with G.P Luppi and

Francesco Carluccio and in Graz (Austria) with Beat Furrer. His work list

contains a wide variety of forms and ensembles, ranging from large

orchestras to solo instruments, and electronic music either

independent or written for dance or paintings.

Sersam's music has been performed internationally at MAMBO in

Bologna by ZeroCrediti and Francesco La Licata, at the Dark Music Days

in Reykjavik by Elektra Ensemble, in churches and concert halls in San

Francisco and Los Angeles, and by Notus Wind Ensemble in London at

the Royal Academy of Music. In Sweden his music is often performed,

recently by artists such as the Kreutzer Quartet (UK) POING trio (NO),

Ruido Vermelho (POR/IT), Musica Vitae (SWE), Norrköping Symphony

Orchestra (SWE) and others. Sersam has been fnalist in the ALEA III

Composition Competition in 2016 in Boston.

His music is mainly characterized by rhythmical structures, fast changes

in color and sudden changes of texture.



The input which triggered the birth of Hertzbreakerz  was the lack of a stable

platform in Malmö for the organization and the production of that recent part

of Western art music which spans from the second part of the last century to

the music of nowadays.

Devoted to recovering some milestones of the golden age of new music, like

pieces by Stockhausen, Nono or Scelsi, to studying and performing cutting-edge

masterworks written in the few past years, and to composing new works often

following experiments in sound and technology, Hertzbreakerz is a trio of

Malmö-based composers (Alessandro Perini, Francesco Del Nero, Jonatan

Sersam) closely collaborating with performers from the Malmö area.

Ensemble Ars Nova was originally founded in 1961 as an association for

contemporary music and played an important role in the free musical life of

southern Sweden, and especially in Malmö. The association arranged several

festivals; Nutida Musikdagar 1995, Elektrisk Helg 2003 and Bordeline 2005. One

of the goals for the work of the ensemble is to explore forms of expression in

which instrumental music and music technology can come together and enrich

one another. The ensemble toured for 20 years, and participated in

contemporary music festivals in Sweden, Denmark, England, Germany, Italy and

Poland.

Ars Nova just started a collaboration with the trio Hertzbreakerz consisting of

the three composers Alessandro Perini, Francesco Del Nero and Jonatan Sersam.

The ensemble has been enriched with many new young performers from Malmö

and around, and during the spring of 2017 the collaboration will result in three

concerts where pieces by the three composers will be premiered. The concerts

will also ofer rarely performed music by Karlheinz Stockhausen, Luigi Nono,

George Crumb, Giacinto Scelsi among several others.  



Ars Nova / Hertzbreakerz

Sara Wilén voice

Agnes Wästfelt voice

Agata Tuchołka fute

Alicia Rodríguez clarinet

Niclas Gustafsson bass clarinet

Jakob Riis live electronics

Olof Jönsson trombone

Morten Pladsen trombone

Stefan Östersjö guitar, objects

Antonio Neilley tuba

Nguyen Thanh Thuy objects

David Sundberg objects

Michael Carlqvist objects

Joakim Lissmyr double bass

Francesco Del Nero piano, objects, composition, 

electronics

Jonatan Sersam piano, objects, composition

Alessandro Perini electronics, composition



The concert series “Matter, virtuality and the expanded body” is supported by:

Inter Arts Center Musikverket

MATTER – Concert I

Inter Arts Center, Malmö – March 14th, 8pm

VIRTUALITY – Concert II 

Inter Arts Center, Malmö – March 28th, 8pm

THE EXPANDED BODY – Concert III

Inter Arts Center, Malmö – April 11th, 8pm

www.hertzbreakerz.wordpress.com
www.twitter.com/hertzbreakerz

www.fb.com/hertzbreakerz

hertzbreakerz@gmail.com


